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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Raphaël Fischler, McGill University School of Urban Planning — on behalf of Johanne Couture (Arrondissement Sud-Ouest)
FROM: Astrid Idlewild, McGill University School of Urban Planning
DATE: 7 December 2010
SUBJECT: Griffintown Ville Reunion 2030 — Master Plan

The Sud-Ouest borough district of Griffintown exists at the edge of two boroughs: it is closer to its neighbouring borough, Ville-Marie, than
it is to the heart of its own in Sud-Ouest.  This is a peculiar for a district whose city is balkanized further by borough-level councils.  Today,
Griffintown is scarred by interventions that helped raise its next-door borough the centre of municipal governance, financial prominence,
and the hub for regional transportation.  As a district, Griffintown is effectively a waif to Ville-Marie without being its direct beneficiary.
After nearly a century of decisions which dismantled a working class community, there is an ominous urban silence similar to a graveyard.

This is starting to change in gentle, but definite waves, what with the last decade’s recent interest by Cirque du Soleil, Lowney, Devimco, and
others to introduce major-scale restorations and development projects for Griffintown — namely to take advantage of an under-utilized
expanse of real estate so near to the city centre than to consider how it will benefit Griffintowners or the city as a whole.  Some of these
ventures have proceeded, such as Lowney Lofts and Les Bassins du Nouveau Havre, while others have either fallen through or are on hold.

The impetus for Griffintown Ville Reunion 2030 is to draw together two essential relationships.  One, the economic, social, and ecological
health of Griffintown is as much a responsibility to the boroughs with which it is geographically aligned as it is a potential for the city to
showcase its commitment to smarter, more sustainable development and growth. And two, the deliberate, thoughtful planning for a city
such as Montréal should not be segmented along — or stop at — borough lines.  Rather, the needs of multiple boroughs poised to reap
benefit from planning choices must also be ready to accept burdens of leveraging development with noted risks.  This means to step back
and identify the caveat of large ventures which appear financially attractive on paper, but puts the district, its residents, and existing busi-
nesses into a vulnerable place for future hardship in the event those projects are not realized as hoped.  The pressure for these projects to
succeed is offset by a substantial risk for failure, and this could leave another ugly scar on a district with plenty of them already.

The objectives for Griffintown Ville Reunion 2030 master plan is:

1) For transportation, perform a kind of cardiac bypass surgery to re-open streets and restore movement blocked by old barriers;
2) For development, break down the perceived size of Griffintown into clusters, each having its own anchor of key activity; and
3) To more finely define the land-use categories and restrictions on real estate footprints on developing a stronger footing for growth.

As the planner charged with drafting this master plan, I humbly recommend that the city and the boroughs of Sud-Ouest and Ville-Marie
take a closer look at how they can plan for Griffintown that weaves it back into a vibrant city with sound, incremental planning decisions
at a more approachable scale.  The final outcome and returns on capital investment may take longer to realize, but they will also come
with a reduced degree of risk that Griffintown and Montréal simply cannot afford to squander away at will.



1.0 INTRODUCTION
The area colloquially referred to as Griffintown occupies a large

wedge of land nearby Montréal’s central business district (CBD) at

the northern periphery of the Sud-Ouest borough. Its area is com-

parable to a large swathe in the Plateau, and it could nestle inside

a box roughly defined by Saint-Joseph, Saint-Hubert, Roy, and

Parc. It is surrounded by the Little Burgundy district, and Ville-

Marie’s southeastern limits at the edge of the central business

district (CBD).
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2.0 GENERAL CONTEXT
Griffintown today is the site of several urban interventions that

reflect a legacy as the industrial heart of Montréal’s manufactur-

ing age.  In recent years, planning and development proposals,

cancellations, and municipal zoning changes have been less than

fortuitous for the area’s welfare and vitality.  Five transport infra-

structures — the Lachine Canal, CN Rail viaduct, the Bonaventure

Expressway, the buried Ville-Marie Expressway, and the rail termi-

nus at Gare Lucien L’Allier — have effectively isolated Griffintown

from the rest of Montréal.  High-volume vehicle corridors at the

street level divide Griffintown even further.  The result is a seg-

mented area which time has largely forgotten, where historic

traces of its more active days remain plentiful, but in perpetual

disuse and disintegration.  

2.1 Area

The Griffintown case exemplifies how morphological diversity can

occur within a relatively confined area.  Unlike the Plateau exam-

ple earlier, Griffintown’s features are ephemeral, patchwork, and

crumbling.  Its population density is nowhere that of urban resi-

dential areas of the city — namely because its history has never

been as thoroughly planned, developed with best interest in mind

of Griffintown’s residents, or treated with a developmental consis-

tency taken for granted around other contemporary districts in

Montréal.  

For the purpose of this master plan, Griffintown is referred to

as a “district” — while areas within this district are referred to as

“clusters.”  Clusters here are a general signifier for neighbour-

hoods, corridors, or zones where specific purposes are slated or
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where homogenous activity provides a clear dimension for that

space’s common traits.

Contrary to the official designation of Griffintown’s boundaries,

which exclusively fall under the administrative care of the Sud-

Ouest borough, this master plan defines Griffintown with portions

inside the Ville-Marie borough’s boundaries — namely, points just

north of Notre-Dame and along the Bonaventure ramp boundary.  

This planning decision is not an accident.  Portions of this plan’s

Griffintown district do occur in both boroughs, and the morpho-

logical features within Ville-Marie resemble more the Sud-Ouest

borough’s features than it does to other areas in Ville-Marie (i.e.,

the CBD).  Police district posts (e.g., SPVM 20) include a beat cover-

ing both boroughs.  Facilities for ÉTS occur in both boroughs.  So

planning for the Griffintown district must acknowledge forthwith

this administrative complexity and the necessity for a joint rela-

tionship to plan holistically on Griffintown’s fate.  It is essential for

both boroughs to work deliberatively and co-operatively on the

inter-borough Griffintown district to assure the improved eco-

nomic health of both boroughs.

2.2 History & morphology

To refer to “Griffintown” as a place is only meaningful in a gener-

alized sense, because it signifies an overall geography for

place-finding within the Sud-Ouest and Ville-Marie boroughs.

Griffintown is, however, a series of heterogeneous morphologies

sharing a homogenous history of industrial and economic activity

(and similar decline).  It was never officially christened Griffin-

town, but was colloquially known as such in following Mary

Griffin’s subdivision of the former Nazareth Lands (Sangster,

Anderson, Merriman, and Haggett 2009, 2).  Its demography until

very recently was lower-income, working-class immigrants — or

their descendants. 

From the early 1800s, a lowland marsh between the Saint

Lawrence and Saint Pierre Rivers haphazardly developed into

immigrant and migrant housing stock, much of it roughcast and

unplanned.  Its origins echo those of Toronto’s Corktown district:

near a CBD whose makeup was largely composed of Irish immi-

grants occupying improvised housing built atop a marshland site,

nearby the employment lands of long-gone dockland piers.

Most of the activities endemic to Griffintown before 1960 have

since been shuttered, demolished, or vanished and replaced with

surface parking lots.  Traces of these activities remain with the

older architecture still standing, but the sleepy, even abandoned

quality of its capillary streets, high vacancy rates, dilapidated

façades, absence of most civic amenities, and relatively lower

property values reflect the disrepair of the place as a once-

bustling centre of manufacturing and shipping. 

2.3 Economy

Griffintown’s raison d’être as a manufacturing and shipping cen-

tre ended decades ago after the Saint Lawrence Seaway was

opened in 1959.  Since then, Griffintown went into a precipitous

decline which resulted in the closure of local businesses, social

gathering places, houses of worship, and a steady decline in the

number of people living within the district.  Re-zoning in the 1960s

further hastened the decline of a mixed-purpose district where

people worked, lived, and socialized without having to leave the

district (partly out of socio-economic and cultural necessity).  
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There are no freight rail yards, and what rail lines do remain

are elevated and commuter-oriented, if not bypassing Griffintown

entirely.  Griffintown as a site of industrial operations is also rela-

tively challenging to reach, making it a poor candidate as a major

centre for commercial freight transportation by truck: even if

freight exits the Ville-Marie or Bonaventure Expressways, Griffin-

town’s arterials and capillaries are not optimal for high-volume

freight movement.  Due to global-scale realities of secondary man-

ufacturing economies having moved off-continent — plus current

shipping lanes for the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway no

longer needing the Lachine Canal — Griffintown as a locus for

Montréal’s manufacturing, industry, and transport is not likely to

return.  

Attempts to rejuvenate the district have been intermittent and

largely confined to peripheries adjacent to other districts with

stronger activity: the ÉTS campus, nearby the CBD and Gare

Bonaventure straddles the Ville-Marie and Sud-Ouest boroughs of

the district; and the Lowney Lofts condos, built nearby the Gare

Bonaventure, Cité du Multimedia, and Vieux-Montréal, faces Ville-

Marie at the Sud-Ouest’s northern boundary.  Up until now, other

developments have either been sited just outside Griffintown

along Rue Notre-Dame Ouest in Ville-Marie or have come in the

form of major-scope, high-stakes development proposals within

Sud-Ouest which have either lost political support or financial

backing before substantial construction could get underway.

2.4 Environment

Two centuries of industrial activity have left a detrimental ecologi-

cal legacy on the Griffintown district.  To remediate this will

require considerable investment, inter-administrative care, and

inter-borough co-operation — as well as public-private agree-

ments for whatever re-investment and planning interventions are

to proceed for the district.  

Heavy metals, dumped garbage, untreated water, volatile

organic compounds, pollution runoff, and other organic wastes

have exacted an unfortunate, but inextricable penalty on the

area’s soil and hydrology woes.  The problem simply cannot be

buried by selective development or ignored indefinitely.  Griffin-

town’s urban health is contingent upon the most contaminated

area within or nearby the district, and it can only recover once the

most intractable cases are addressed with remediation.

Any new developments or residential conversions will require a

thorough investment regime which not only factors environmental

assessment costs, but also potential soil and water remediation ini-

tiatives for revival of the district — be it ecologically, socially, or

economically.  This has the potential to be costly, and assistance

from provincial and federal government may be required as part

of those packages.  This is a condition which any developer for

Griffintown will need to factor in their project plans.  They must

be prepared to work through these steps if they expect to gener-

ate the kind of economic vibrancy that could assure a stronger

return on investment and revive the district to become an active,

valuable participant of the cityscape.

2.5 Features & amenities

Griffintown lacks major tourist draws, commercial retailing, and

an amenities infrastructure à propos for most urban districts.  Its

current economy is largely the province of small machine shops,

warehouses, a node of higher education facilities, and recently
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converted warehouse condos.  Within the area, there are no

banks, public schools, clinics, libraries, coffee shops, children’s play-

grounds, bakeries, fromageries, boucheries, or greengrocers; there

is only one supermarket at its northwestern periphery (which

faces no local price competition).  Some of these amenity types,

however, do exist just beyond Griffintown, although a transit com-

mute may be necessary

2.6 Transportation & arterials

Griffintown today is a functional pass-through for vehicular traf-

fic, namely along four corridors: Rue Wellington, the Bonaventure

Expressway, Rue Notre-Dame Ouest, and Rue Peel.  Only Peel and

Wellington pass through the interior of the district; the other two

straddle the perimeter of the district between both boroughs.

The district is also the site of former transportation corridors

used for commercial freight — some of which are no longer

active or visible, but have still played a role in Griffintown’s cur-

rent circulation patterns and number of connections

(intersections).  Public transit is sparse and largely confined to

routes which use the Peel and Wellington corridors; the rest of the

district is by-passed entirely with exception to a route corridor

straddling Griffintown’s southern boundary with Little Burgundy.

Most streets in Griffintown are small, one- and two-lane capil-

laries; wider streets such as Rue Ottawa receive light-to-moderate

traffic and observed driver behaviour accelerating to velocities in

excess of posted limits.  Traffic lights are mostly limited to Welling-

ton and Notre-Dame.  Connections to the northeast in

Vieux-Montréal are impeded by the Bonaventure Expressway and

CN Viaduct; to the northwest, the Ville-Marie Expressway, despite

being mostly underground, severs activity from the rest of Ville-

Marie; and to the southeast, the CN Viaduct severs lower

Griffintown along the Lachine from the rest of the district, just as

the disused canal partitions the district from Pointe-Saint-Charles.
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3.0 VISION
This plan remedies Griffintown’s chequered legacy of socio-eco-

nomic and ecological neglect with a holistic, clustered node

approach to restorative development — not only affirming the dis-

trict’s particular deficiencies, but also using broad guidelines as a

means to facilitate a complete fabric of amenities in a healthy,

self-sustaining capacity.

3.1 Goals

Three key goals define the body of this plan:

· Improved flow of transportation & 

people movement within the district

· Creating discrete spatial-use clusters

· Smaller, denser, & significantly more diversified built

form and use versus recent planning precedents

9
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4.0 TRANSPORTATION
MOVEMENT

While not technically severed from the rest of the city, the physical

barriers itemized in section 2.0 have over generations made it

incrementally more difficult to move into and through the heart

of the Griffintown district.  With exception to a handful of bus

lines, reaching Griffintown either requires longer walking routes

or a near-necessary reliance on using a car to move abut the dis-

trict efficiently (Griffintown’s many surface parking lots, them-

selves an footprint of buildings which have long since been

demolished, are a reminder of this).  

Walking to Griffintown is possible, but given that no Métro

routes are found within the district, it requires a walk of ten min-

utes or greater to reach the heart of the district (stations Lucien

L’Allier and Bonaventure are the nearest access points, both north

of Griffintown’s periphery). 
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4.1 OBJECTIVE #1: cardiac bypass

This plan recommends a fundamental re-conceptualization of

Griffintown’s movement and circulation, one of which is a major

intervention on its arterial system.  This objective takes into

account some of the proposed projects already anticipated for

Griffintown, but amends them slightly to work more co-opera-

tively with the Griffintown district — and this master plan — while

still satisfying the core mandates for those projects.  

This objective proposes substantial interventions for the district

on an order unprecedented since the years when each barrier

was erected.  The objective of this intervention and its points: 

A) draw from a basic premise of LEED neighbourhood
principles on maximizing arterial connections;

B) affirm the urban metaphor of a living body in recovery
from severe arterial or capillary blockage; and 

C) advance an economic rationale dictating that a readily

accessible, freely navigable district, irrespective of mode

choice, facilitates better consumer and residential incen-

tive to use that space — and, ultimately, consume local

features on a more frequent basis.

The addition and reconfiguration of capillary streets in Griffin-

town will also address two key issues: reducing barriers to

circulation from past infrastructure projects, and increasing the

intra-district opportunities for small- and mid-scale development

by adding more street-facing real estate.

4.1.1 ACTION I: 
NEW ARTERIAL CONFIGURATIONS 
AND CONNECTIONS

To counteract systemic, chronic obstructions foisted upon Griffin-

town by the several barriers itemized in 2.6, select corridors and

thruways in this plan are to be either rerouted, re-purposed, or

reunited.  Some of these corridors have been the topic of revision

prior to the drafting of this plan.

4.1.1.1 Decommissioning Bonaventure Expressway,
straightening to the Canal, and creation of
the University Boulevard multi-modal corridor.

A) Demolition of the elevated Bonaventure expressway and
conversion to boulevard from (at the minimum) just east

of Rue Mill in Pointe-Saint-Charles to University Avenue at

Rue Saint-Jacques.  The new University Boulevard will sup-

port car traffic, bus lanes, protected bike right-of-way,

and a provision for the right-of-way of a tramway line

(see 4.1.1.2).

B) Bonaventure re-naming to University Boulevard south of

Rue Saint-Jacques to signify change in arterial morphol-

ogy and functionality

C) Rue Duke corridor appropriated for boulevard 
re-rerouting

D) University Boulevard straightened to Rue de la Com-
mune, arcing south at Lachine Canal, running parallel to

13
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Rue Mill on east bank of Canal for ~200m before arcing

east to current Bonaventure right-of-way

4.1.1.2 Tramway alternative proposal, 
re-directing right-of-way to University.

A) Elimination of Rue Peel jog through Griffintown’s core.
This mitigates threat of short-term economic fallout from

construction along finalized corridor and protects fledg-

ling Rue Peel businesses and shops whose activity is

contributing to the local economic recovery.

B) Re-routing of tramway line through Griffintown
to occur along University Boulevard between Rue Brennan

and Rue Saint-Antoine. 

C) Use of Rue Brennan jog between Rue Prince and Univer-
sity towards Vieux-Montréal, then continues east along

Rue de la Commune per original proposal.  

D) Use of Saint-Antoine between University and Rue Guy,

enabling a tramway stop-transfer at Lucien-L’Allier and

Centre Bell, and serving Griffintown’s northern periphery

instead of bypassing it along the original plan of using

Boulevard René-Levesque (on the far side of the Ville-

Marie Expressway and Grand Trunk corridor leading to

Lucien-L’Allier.  The tramway then continues along original

route plan from René-Levesque and Guy and up toward

Côte-des-Neiges.

E) LRT cars used for tramway will fit under the 4.05m
clearance on Rue Saint-Antoine. Current clearance

under CN Viaduct at Gare Bonaventure is 4.05m.  Some

LRT models by Bombardier, Siemens, and others can be

customized to manage low clearances.  In addition, minor

structural modifications could lower the underpass few

centimetres without a negative impact on the Ville-Marie

Expressway tunnel nearby and below this site.

4.1.1.3 Reunification of Rue Dalhousie 
with Wellington through CN Viaduct.  

This follows a precedent of two similar and recent — but much

larger scale — projects completed in Toronto: the Simcoe Street

and Dufferin Street under-rail corridor reunifications, completed

in 2009 and 2010, respectively).  The Simcoe project, in the CBD, is

very close to Union Station, Toronto’s counterpart to the Gare

Bonaventure.  The Dufferin project, meanwhile, occurred on a

heavily-travelled, higher-speed corridor west of the city centre. 

The Dalhousie reunification with Wellington (and points south, 

to be discussed in 4.1.1.4) will restore another critically essential

north-south connection to Griffintown’s Lachine Piers anchor

(detailed in 5.1.2.5) from both the Ingenuity Incubator (discussed 

in 5.1.1.1) and points north from the CBD.

4.1.1.4 Rue Wellington roundabout at 
Rues Basin and de La Montagne.  

Given the implications of intervention 5.1.2.4 and a necessity for

traffic calming on Rue Wellington — which due to traffic velocities

is a barrier dividing upper and lower parts of the district — a

roundabout at the intersection of Rues Basin, de la Montage, and

Wellington will replace the existing limited-access traffic light.  

This also permits improved access to Square Gallery and safer visi-

bility and response times for traffic on Rue Murray.
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4.1.1.5 Rues Ann, Dalhousie, and Nazareth 
extensions south of Rue Brennan.  

Absent the decommissioned Bonaventure Expressway flyover, a

parcel of land will open nearby the Lachine piers.  This land,

between Rue Brennan and Rue de la Commune, just west of Cité

de Multimedia, can continue the street grid system inherited from

points north and east and integrate the area into its immediate

surroundings.  The next section will describe this in greater detail.

4.1.1.6 STM Routes and optimal corridors 
The corridor lines on Map 4 labelled in purple are a template for

future transit service through Griffintown as demands necessitate

form the arrival of residential and commercial activities.  The cor-

ridors are designed to not only manoeuvre through Griffintown,

but also to link the district with adjacent districts and boroughs.

Corridors indicated in red are designed for express routes, many

of which are already in use.

4.1.1.7 STM Routes and optimal corridors 
Bike corridors, labelled in green on Map 4, indicate where physical

infrastructure is enhanced with features to facilitate bicycling as a

commuting mode choice: bollards, elevated grades, berms, etc.

4.1.2 ACTION II: 
NEW REAL ESTATE — RECLAIMING CORRIDORS
FOLLOWING UNIVERSITY BLVD. CONVERSION.

As a consequence of the Bonaventure-University conversion inter-

vention in 4.1.1.1, a series of land parcels will newly become

available for development.  Map 5 illustrates these sites.

4.1.2.1 Nazareth-University.  
A series of half-block-wide parcels of varying lengths (according

to their placement on the existing cross-street grid) will be created

between Rue Nazareth and Boulevard University, on blocks

between Rue Notre-Dame Ouest and Rue de la Commune.  These

new blocks, while narrower than adjacent city blocks, are suffi-

cient for real estate developments facing both University and —

optionally, if not ideally — Nazareth.  This presents unusual oppor-

tunities for street-level retailers and hospitality services to open

their stores on ground level on both streets.  Zoning for this strip

of land will take into account the commercial activities across the

boulevard in Cité du Multimedia, working in concert to attract

people from that periphery as well as from Griffintown.

4.1.2.2 Brennan-de la Commune.
As introduced in 4.1.1.5, a trapezoidal block of land will open

between Rues Brennan and de la Commune, nearby the Lachine

Piers.  As a result, Rues Ann, Dalhousie (following 4.1.1.3), and

Nazareth can extend down to de La Commune and reunite a 

parcel of Griffintown whose linkages and proximity in recent

decades have been closer to Cité du Multimedia than to the rest

of Griffintown. 

A cross-street, which will link the piers to Cité du Multimedia, will

introduce 16 new corner lots that can be used as an opportunity

for retail and hospitality services at ground level, with loft condos

and offices above. This area could potentially serve as a leisure

and tourist anchor for the Griffintown district as well as a south-

western gateway for Vieux-Montréal.  
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Future Tunnel: Rue Dalhousie facing southeast [Astrid Idlewild]

5.0 Intra-District
clusters

A shared theme amongst the Studio 1 site analysis reports was the

identification of Griffintown as singular “place.”  

Part of this is a function of the assignment brief, to develop a

site analysis of Griffintown, but even in a vernacular sense,

“Griffintown” signifies one place covering an expansive area.

Recent activism by newer Griffintown residents in opposition to

the Devimco proposal, for instance, is one representation of the

district, but so is Canada Lands Corporation’s Les Bassins du Nou-

veau Havre Griffintown development; that community, once

settled, may share differing world views given their geographic

placement and demography.  A third group is the older residents

nearby the St. Ann’s church site who have lived in Griffintown for

years, if not decades, and whose roots run deeply in this area.

These are only three different “Griffintowns,” as neither is adja-

cent to one another, and each is going to face differing localized

issues as Griffintown emerges into its next role within a reunified

Montréal centre.  They do share the same referent, though: that

of a broad district, but closer inspection suggests that their con-

nections, access to ex-site amenities, and transportation linkages

are distinct enough to warrant a subdivision of the district into

distinct clusters — each with unique features, needs, barriers, and

opportunities.

This plan contends that treating Griffintown as a singular entity

and as a kind of tabula rasa for major developers is problematic

and symptomatic of the tendency to propose projects that are far

larger in scale and scope than the district can economically sus-
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tain over the long term.  In other words, to treat Griffintown as a

singular place, is to effect an illusion, perhaps deceptive and dis-

ruptive, that the area is merely primed for mega-scale

development ventures — the planning equivalent of a high-stakes,

all-in gamble.  The failure of such a project, if built, may hurt the

developer financially, but it is the district, which must live with — if

not suffer — the aftermath of that failure, typically in the form

of hulking, vacant structures.  These become a psychologically

devastating reminder of the place’s promise and disappointment

for a vivacity not realized.  There is, fortunately, more than one

methodology for development, perhaps with lower stakes, but still

with immense potential to generate a strong return on investment.

5.1 OBJECTIVE #2: CONSTITUENT PARTS

Mindful of these unique features and histories — coupled with

the district’s very real potential as a point of destination by choice

for Montréalers — this plan defines five distinct clusters within the

Griffintown district.  

Mobilizing a plan for these clusters not only affirm Griffintown’s

historic and endemic features, but they also consider its specific

morphologies for economic and social specialization, diversifica-

tion, and mitigation of amenity redundancies in forthcoming

development.  Specific anchors, to be described with details in

5.1.3, help to define the heart of each cluster.

5.1.1 ACTION I: 
FIVE INTRA-DISTRICT CLUSTERS 
FOR USE SPECIALIZATION. 

5.1.1.1 Ingenuity Incubator cluster.
This is an area with predominantly mid-rise commercial-residential

condos and potential for commercial mid-rise development atop

transit corridors.  Some of this cluster includes the Lowney Lofts.

This cluster is where Cité du Multimedia, CBD, and École de 

Technologie Supérieure (ÉTS) converge, and is labelled in red 

on Map 6..
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5.1.1.2 Learning Alley cluster.
Working counter-clockwise, the next is known predominantly as

the site containing institutional, dormitory residences, and residen-

tial-commercial uses in and around École Technologie Superieure

(ÉTS).  This has also has potential to evolve as a future site for pri-

mary-secondary schools, additional post-secondary educational

facilities, municipal libraries, and the restoration of the planetar-

ium as a historically and academically valuable structure.  

This cluster is labelled in brown on Map 6.

5.1.1.3 New Harbour Lands cluster.
The westernmost residential-commercial/mixed cluster of Griffin-

town, home of the Canada Lands Corporation project Les Bassins

du Nouveau Havre, features opportunities for robust connections

between Rue Notre-Dame and the Lachine Canal.  This cluster is

labelled in blue on Map 6.
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Figure 1: MARS Toronto [Ian Muttoo]



5.1.2.2 Bright Spot, 
anchor of Learning Alley.  

Continued maturation and expansion of ÉTS campus for addi-

tional educational facilities, research labs, and magnet for joint

campus extensions from other academic institutions.  Also a strong

site candidate for district’s future primary and secondary schools.

This anchor is labelled in gold on Map 8..

5.1.1.4 Centre-Griffintown
cluster.
This is the central, historically rich

cluster known for its historic row

houses, residential, work-live

spaces, and the former St. Ann’s

church site.  This cluster is labelled

in purple on Map 6.

5.1.1.5 Quartier-Viaduc clus-
ter.
This southeastern (eastern) area,

now the site of two major physical

barriers, stands to gain from the

Bonaventure dismantling, leaving

behind new real estate for office,

work-live lofts, hospitality,, and

commercially active development

on the two Lachine piers.  This

cluster is labelled in mint green on

Map 6.

5.1.2 ACTION II: 
DISCRETE-USE ANCHORS IN EACH CLUSTER.

5.1.2.1 L’Incubateur, anchor of Ingenuity Incubator.  
Reserved for a multi-use R&D facility modelled after MaRS in

Toronto [Figure 1]; cross-pollinating financial, education, and tech-

nology sectors.  This anchor is labelled on Map 7 in teal blue.
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5.1.2.3 Square Ottawa, 
anchor of New Harbour Lands.

Re-purposing a three-by-one-block parcel of land between Rue

Notre-Dame and Rue Ottawa (between Rue Lusignan and Ver-

sailles) for remediation and creation of public park square.  It is

modelled after Square Saint-Louis and Parc de Lorimier (with resi-

dences and small businesses to face the square).  It is designed to

invite the north-south social flow of movement between Little Bur-

gundy, Les Bassins, and the Lachine Canal.  Some public

purchasing of land parcels may be required.  This anchor is

labelled in green on Map 9.

5.1.2.4 Triangle-Sainte-Anne, 
anchor of Centre-Griffintown.  

Creation of a year-round, daily use food and dry goods market-

place, as well as a community social go-to locus, sited on the

former St. Ann’s church grounds.  This market assumes the func-

tion of social cohesion the way the church once did prior to 1971.

It can also potentially draw in Montréalers from Pointe-Saint-

Charles, the CBD, and Vieux-Montréal.  This anchor is labelled on

Map 11 in orange.
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· Tailored for local independent businesses and Québec

farmers, dairies, butchers, poissoneries, bakers, “day stalls”

for dry goods, etc; 

· Different in layout from existing Montréal markets (i.e.,

Jean-Talon or Atwater) and modelled after by the hybrid

indoor-outdoor format of Pike Place Public Market in

Seattle, WA [Figure 2]; 

· May include upper-storey lofts, limited-scale hospitality

accommodations, cafés, and restaurants; 

· Single site, mix-use: multiple tenants only, whether by sub-

letting, site licensing, or leasing.

5.1.2.5 Lachine Piers, anchor of Quartier-Viaduc.  
Development investment site for the Lachine piers (next to Rue de

la Commune and near the CN Viaduct) for commercial-entertain-

ment-retail waterfront centre.  This anchor is labelled in rose on

Map 12.

· Potential joint collaboration with Canada Lands Corpora-

tion, Ville-Montréal, and private developers to generate

persistent revenue base for canal park stewardship and

ecological remediation of existing park and surrounding

waterfront; 

· Modelled after the Seattle Piers (e.g., Pier 53 & 54 [Figure

3]) and Duluth (Minnesota) Canal Park.

Figure 2: Pike Place Market [Astrid Idlewild]
Figure 3: Piers 53 & 54, Seattle WA  [BING MAPS]
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6.0 Built form & 
economic activity

6.1 OBJECTIVE #3: Small footprint 
Viability

6.1.1 ACTION !: 
SMALL-TO-MODERATE SCALE GROWTH:
“DENSE AND DIVERSIFIED, BUT NOT TALL”

Griffintown’s history is pockmarked by massive initiatives which

have either been erected with subsequently disruptive conse-

quences (as with transportation corridors and barriers outlined in

2.0); dramatically rezoned (such as during the 1960s); or have been

proposed with large-dimension development ideas which have

either fallen through, are held up indefinitely by political opposi-
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tion, or are the developer’s economic equivalent of a hail mary

pass.  In all three, the party poised to suffer the most is the

Griffintown district itself.

This master plan suggests a respectful alternative from this

decades-long comedy of errors by advancing the adage “Don’t

bite off more than one can chew.”  The plan operates on a LEED™-

inspired principle — one adapted from the village and from the

praised importance of street-level activity — that it is more sus-

tainable, particularly so economically, to introduce a built form

and land-use regime to invite several smaller employers.  

The logic in this approach is that 100 small business employers

hiring one person each is a better bulwark against economic

decline than it is for developers to lure one major employer to hire

100 new staff — be it the capital development workers or staff

operations following project construction.  

Moreover, while this big-scale approach, if successful, might

bring jobs to the district, it is less clear over the long term how

many of those employees will voluntarily choose to live and shop

nearby where they work — or whether they will take advantage

of large-scale transportation infrastructure to enable commutes

(many relying on expressways) from significant distances and con-

tributing negatively to carbon output.  

By inviting a diverse, heterogeneous variety of structures on

smaller lots (a relatively compulsory feature of this morphology),

this can invite a more diversified spread of entrepreneurs invested

in Griffintown’s long-term welfare and cohesive social community.

This cohesion becomes a strong selling point for prospective resi-

dents who are looking to live in a place nearby Montréal’s key

attractions.  Griffintown, as it is slowly re-inhabited and rejuve-

nated as an integrated district, will also solicit the necessity for

locally-placed public and private services.  These might include:

postal branches, bank branches, cafés, corner groceries, schools,

pharmacies, SAQ outlet, clinics, public parks, libraries, and provin-

cial/federal local offices,  The five anchors from section 5.1.2 allow

for special uses, many of which are commercially-oriented

(namely the Lachine Piers and L’Incubateur) and optimized for

larger-scale development projects.

6.1.2 ACTION II: 
ELEVEN KEY LAND-USE 

DESIGNATIONS FOUND ON MAP 14

6.1.2.1 Mixed low-rise (4 or fewer storeys):
residential / ground retail / office suites

This designation is heavily utilized for this master plan.  Its purpose

is to be implemented throughout the district, but in relatively non-

contiguous areas where arterial and capillary corridors will

benefit from street-level commercial activity..  The majority of

these ground-level spaces will be the site for either low-order

goods and services, or a mixture of walk-up townhouses inter-

spersed with commercial activity.  Upper floors, meanwhile, are

residential-only, with special developer zoning allowances for some

second-storey alternate uses (e.g., small offices) and provisions for

affordable housing in exchange for minor zoning revisions for dif-

ferent, but related land uses (e.g., upgrading to the land use

defined in 6.1.2.4).

This land-use designation is labelled in pink.
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6.1.2.2 Mixed low-rise (4 or fewer storeys):
heritage residential / office

Griffintown’s historicity is evident in the smattering of 19th and

early 20th century structures still standing.  After a century of

partitioning, demolition, and re-zoning, few of these original 

structures remain.  Many did not survive.  Those which did are

affirmations of Griffintown’s heritage and signifiers of tenacity 

to have remained in place despite the radical changes which

threatened survival.

This land-use designation, labelled in brown, is present in all five

clusters, though very few are contiguous.  This designation rein-

forces current uses for these heritage sites, many of which are

residential or, for those on main corridors, mixed office/retail at

ground level and residential above.  These structures are, if not

already so designated, prime candidates for heritage protected

status.  The most famous site under land-use protection is the

Griffintown Horse Palace.

6.1.2.3 Residential (5 to 11 storeys):
mid-rise residential only

This designation refers in particular to the recent real estate

developments now completed or are now under construction and

were finalized before this master plan.  This designation refers to

the Lowney Lofts developments or the proposed “fortress condo”

project Carré de la Montagne, to be built across from the St. Ann’s

site.  This designation is labelled in burgundy.

This development approach, while not strategically recom-

mended under this plan, is also not being penalized — despite its

lack of strong, street-level social interfacing with the Griffintown

social community.  With exception to those sites, however, no other

areas in the district are being given this land-use designation.

6.1.2.4 Mixed (5 to 11 storeys):
residential / commercial / ground retail

Future developer proposals for Griffintown which advance an

approach similar to the aforementioned designation in 6.1.2.4 will

instead be required to work within this land-use, which calls for

strong, street-level commercial activity and a sense of the develop-

ment being open to the streetscape.  Any structures exceeding

four storeys are required to have a façade set-back to reduce the

“street canyon” phenomenon, while FAR requirements place

emphasis on wide public sidewalks (with a provision to licence

some of this surface area for sidewalk café use).  

For the Les Bassins du Nouveau Havre development, managed

by the Canada Lands Corporation, this land-use designation is

provisionally used with an understanding that the multi-structure

project is going to feature street-level commercial activity

throughout.

This land-use designation is labelled in mint green.

6.1.2.5 Residential high-rise (12 to 20 storeys):
mid-rise residential only

Only one site in the district is marked with this land-use.  This

reflects developer desire, such as Devimco’s concept plan, to allow

for large-scale residential development.  It differs in that it limits

the scope of this construction to within the bounds of existing

street corridors — unlike the Devimco proposal of severing arterial

connections by building condos with private green enclosures such

as the recent development on the west side of Rue Notre-Dame
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Ouest and Rue de la Montagne.

At this stage, no other sites beyond the block bounded by Rues

William, Eleanor, Murray, and Ottawa have this land-use.  Sites

labelled with land-use designation 6.1.2.4 may be amended with

zoning variations to meet this land-use approach — labelled in

orange — so long that ground level commercial uses defined by

6.1.2.4 are honoured, that mixed-income housing is a feature of

the development, and that project plans are approved with the

general support of existing residents whose preferred sight lines

might otherwise be undesirably obstructed.

6.1.2.6 Commercial (height limit on per-project basis):
hospitality services — restaurants, cafés, bars,
hotels, theatre

At this time, this land-use designation is a generalized definition

for commercial uses which will cater to entertainment and leisure

type activities.  As with heritage land-use, these sites are scattered

across the district and present in each of the five clusters, but

Quartier-Viaduc (and the Lachine Piers in that cluster) is poised to

be the main draw for this land-use.  

The purpose of this approach is to return a front-facing

emphasis towards the waterfront, which is in acute need for eco-

logical remediation.  Investment in the development of this type of

land-use will be able to work with governmental agencies to

secure funding for brownfield remediation.  

Following remediation, the waterfront will become a site of

attraction — not only because of cleaner waters and greater

appeal for the national park corridor designated after 1978, but

also for the dramatically improved sightlines of the view towards

Pointe-Saint-Charles, where the elevated Bonaventure Expressway

will be dismantled and converted into a boulevard in tandem to

the University Boulevard project.

This land-use designation is labelled in light blue.

6.1.2.7 Institutional: educational & civic services
This broad designation addresses public and social amenities for

Griffintown and is largely focussed on the ÉTS campus in the

Learning Alley cluster.  

Other existing sites with this designation include the SPVM poste

de quartier 20.  Another concentration of this land-use include

areas on the western side of the CN Viaduct within the Quartier-

Viaduc, which could be the future site for primary and secondary

schools, as well as a municipal library branch or health clinic.

The land-use is labelled in grey.

6.1.2.8 Public:permeable space / public park areas
Instead of the generic “green space” category, this land use is

reserved for public spacing.  Land owners holding these lots

presently with intent to develop on them can elect to vie for bonus

zoning on other development proposals elsewhere in their hold-

ings.

Some of these labelled areas are already public parks, such as

along the Lachine Canal bike path, but the most significant appli-

cation of this land-use designation is in the New Harbour Lands

cluster at the district’s southwestern periphery — where the

Square-Ottawa anchor addressed in 5.1.2.3 will be added as a
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public connection between Little Burgundy (west of Notre-Dame

and) the Lachine Canal (at the Les Bassins du Nouveau Havre site).

Per the finalized plans for Les Bassins, the corridor directly south-

east of the Square-Ottawa anchor is already designated as a park

space.  This would permit a direct line of sight between Little Bur-

gundy and the waterfront, and it would also draw a highly

desirable green park corridor along a northwest-southeast axis in

an areas now blighted by non-descript one-and-two-storey ware-

house structures.

This designation is labelled in bright green.

6.1.2.9 Commercial (4 or fewer storeys):
low-rise office and commercial use

The presence of office and commercial space, particularly in the

New Harbour Lands and Centre-Griffintown clusters, are a main-

stay of these regions, and they include several small machine and

materials manufacturing workshops.  These are a contributor to

the local economy, and they are a diversifying feature of the dis-

trict’s economic evolution.  While some of the existing sites are

re-designated in this plan for other use-interventions, many others

are maintained.

This land-use designation is labelled in dark blue.

6.1.2.10 Office (5 to 15 storeys): mid-rise office suites
Exclusive to anchor L’Incubateur within the Ingenuity Incubator

cluster, this designation is primed with incentive to cap and build

over major transit corridors such as the terminus for Gare

Bonaventure and underground portals for the Ville-Marie tunnel.

This borrows from a premise explored in other transit-heavy cities

where real estate space open for development is otherwise lim-

ited, making the possibility for develop above transit corridors a

new possibility.  For Griffintown and Montréal, developing atop

transportation lands can serially benefit the MTQ, AMT, and STM

through land leasing and right-to-use agreements.  

The two sites with this designation are intended to function as a

synergy between Cité du Multimedia, ÉTS, and the central business

and financial district, with the objective to fuel the innovation of

new tech and creative industry enterprises.

This land-use designation is labelled in gold.

6.1.2.11 Industrial: light industrial 
not otherwise specified

One site is given this designation: CCUM at Rues Wellington and

Nazareth.  CCUM are the key power operations for thermal heat-

ing services throughout much of the central business district.  Its

services are protected in this master plan and recognized for its

key role to the city.

This land-use designation is labelled in red.
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7.0 conclusion
This plan is an ambitious endeavour.  It markedly departs from a

generation of zoning neglect, mega-scale site plans, and PPUs that

have treated Griffintown as a blank canvas with little regard to or

observation of its history, its residents, and its legacy in 

Montréal’s economic growth.

What this plan is designed to accomplish is to set a general

framework for more localized PPU secondary planning endeav-

ours.  Architectural specifics are held to a minimum beyond

provisions of height, FAR, and preservation of designated struc-

tures.  This approach is loosely modelled after a similar case in

1996 in the City of Toronto, which then was struggling to revitalize

a long-abandoned warehouse and manufacturing belt nearby its

city core.  The plan for this belt, the King-Spadina and King-Parlia-

ment Reinvestment Areas, enabled more generous land uses for

an area previously designated for and limited solely to industrial

and commercial uses.  The impetus for that plan was not only to

revitalize a depressed area of the city fabric, but also to invite new

uses on these older sites using, where available, original ware-

house buildings.  Today, the Reinvestment Areas are now the site

for vibrant, street-level activities, restored heritage buildings, and

attractive, loft-style residential housing.

Griffintown Ville Reunion 2030 is a move in that general direc-

tion and away from high-stakes mega-projects whose track

records — as documented by histories from the planning profes-

sion — are far from illustrious or guaranteed to succeed by any

metric beyond mere simple return-on-investment for the devel-

oper.  While this plan regulates land use and limits the scale at

which developments can advance for the Griffintown district, it

offers a myriad of possibilities for developers, including smaller

developers, to inventively contribute to the restoration and reunifi-

cation of a central area of Montréal — one that has been long

primed for re-entry as a vibrant organ of a historicized city.        ¶
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St. Ann’s park, future site of the Triangle-Sainte-Anne market: Bird’s Eye view from north [BING MAPS]
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